
HOLME HIDE & SEEK #1 

This is the next Hide and Seek event that I have written. It is based 
at the foot of Holme Moss in HOLME Village, near Holmfirth and is 
available for FREE to anyone who wants to use it. I wrote this for 
my own boys (aged 10) to have some fun and rather than it go to 
waste after that, I am giving this away. You don’t need children to 
take part; just enjoy taking the time on this route, enjoy the fun of 
the hunt, maybe take a picnic or enjoy it at sunrise or sunset. 
However you want to take in this challenge, I hope that you have 
the fun that it was intended to have. 


Walks with Marty  

Marty is our dog. He is a rescue dog - a black Labrador, crossed with…well we don’t actually know but 
people keep saying to him that he is a BIG DOG. Marty joined our family in February 2020 and has been a 
massive part in helping us to discover every nook and cranny of the Valley and beyond. Our walks are 
mostly an hour (some a little bit more) as we discovered many inches of where we live during our 1 hour 
exercise during lockdown. We hope that these events, walks and activities are something that you can 
enjoy. Our plan is that we have routes that bring in as much of the beauty of where we live as possible; so 
be prepared to look up from your activity sheets, instructions and phones and breath in the beauty of where 
we live. So, come along and Walk with us…Walk with Marty. 


PS. Please take a look at Facebook and Instagram and have a look at Walks with Marty to follow pictures 
from our Walks as we scope out more places in and around the Valley.


Helping the Holme Valley  

Whilst I have given this challenge away for free and will do on all subsequent ones that I write, I have set up 
a GoFundMe page for voluntary donations. The money will be given to causes in the Holme Valley who are 
supporting people in need; from the Schools to the Foodbanks. I believe that now more than ever that there 
are people who need the support and kindness of others, so I am ready to stand up for those people. The 
link to donate is HERE - don’t worry, if you are not able to donate, that is ok too. Please, just go and enjoy. 


Instructions  

Follow the walk from the instructions below. The walk is just 4km and is a mix of tarmac and off road public 
footpaths. This walk includes a couple of hills and a couple of smaller hills. This route is not suitable for 
Pushchairs and please be careful on the road part from Digley Reservoir to Holme Village


PART OF THE ROUTE FROM HOLME TO DIGLEY IS A STEEP AND UNEVEN FOOTPATH. PLEASE BE 
CAREFUL, PARTICULARLY WHEN IT HAS BEEN WET.


Please remember to not leave litter and to act responsibly on the walk as some of the clues are close to 
peoples houses (you don’t need to go in any gardens, don’t worry!) - all clues can be seen from public 
rights of way. Remember to pick up any rubbish and if you are taking your four legged friend, remember to 
bring poo bags! 


Follow the route to find the clues. When you find a clue that relates to one of the people on your quiz sheet, 
cross them off. At the end of the quiz, you should be left with one person in each category to give you the 
answer that you are looking for. There are number clues and word clues to follow. 


All you need is your quiz paper (you are reading it), and a pen / pencil to mark off as you solve the clues 


https://www.gofundme.com/f/holmbridge-treasure-hunt?utm_source=customer&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_campaign=p_cf%20share-flow-1&fbclid=IwAR1xMlan97qwLQtvtyt7byTaTGe-e2bivVf_pfo4g2ZJ_fDhU_rxzkgderI


Your route will take you past some great views, past some of our beautiful scenery and close to some of our 
fantastic local businesses - I will try and call these out where I can. If you can, go in and support them too if 
you feel comfortable to do so. Hope that you enjoy and HAVE FUN! Notes


There are a couple of steep hills (we live in the Holme Valley so not much avoidance there!) so be prepared. 


Please remember that some parts of the route will be near the main road (i have tried to limit that as much 
as possible) and some on smaller roads. Please always remember that cars and other vehicles will be on 
those roads, so do keep aware and follow the highway code. 


These activities will need to be taken at your own risk. Please note, if it has been raining that there are parts 
of any of the routes that I have written that may be muddy, slippy and not that great…so be prepared and 
wear the right footwear and clothing. 


Tips 

1. If you miss a clue, try and retrace your steps to the previous clue before moving on 

2. There may be a clue that requires a calculation. If you need it, it may be worth having a calculator with 

you (hoping that you have one on your phone)

3. Try and read a couple of clues at a time to make sure that you are not missing anything. This will help 

keep you aware of what to look out for  



Background  

We continue our game of HIDE AND SEEK and once again have members of our Community off hiding. We 
have both adults and Children who are sitting and waiting for you to hunt them down. We are calling on 
YOU to help us find them. 


Your aim Super Seekers is to head off and try and find all of the people hiding around Holme Village. You 
should be left with One Child and One Adult at the end of your search who will end up as this years’ overall 
Holme Village Hide and Seek Winners!! 


The Game has BEGUN! 


Get Seeking!   

1. Start your journey at Holme Sunday school at the start of the village 

2. FIRST CLUE - When was Holme School first built? Time to cross off the first adult on your list 

3. NEXT CLUE - Head around the Corner and you should find Holme School. What was the rebuild date 

that is shown? Time to cross off the next adult hiding. 

4. NEXT CLUE - The rebuild was quite a long time before the building was first erected. So, find the date of 

the original building and then cross off the next adult hiding 

5. Time to start heading toward the Village 

6. NEXT CLUE - at number 8, take a look at the gate and you will find the first child hiding on the list 

7. NEXT CLUE - at Number 93 you will see Mossrig. What symbol do you see hiding on the sign? It shares 

the same name as the surname of one of our children 

8. Opposite Mossrig you will find a place for football and a picnic

9. Turn around and head back toward the village and for those that haven’t brought a picnic, a rather 

splendid Pub! 

10. At the pub, turn left and into the Pub Car Park walking through and past the allotments. 

11. Keep following the footpath and at the road turn right to the park 

12. NEXT CLUE - Here you will see a rather special arch and will find 3 more dates and 3 more people 

hiding. Look them up on your list and cross them off! 

13. NEXT CLUE - Can you find the other entrance to the park? Here you should find another date and 

another adult hiding 

14. About turn and back up the hill heading up Meal Hill Road 

15. NEXT CLUE - Find House 5 - find the name of the house and you have the next child hiding. Cross them 

off your list 

16. NEXT CLUE - You will find Holme School at the end of the road. Find the date and also the next adult 

hiding 

17. Head up the hill - time for a bit of a walk! 

18. At the top of the hill, you will see a right turn heading down the hill. Head down the road 

19. Follow the path all the way down the hill. The gravel path will then reach grass as the path verges off to 

the right 

20. Head through the Woodland Path - BE CAREFUL 

21. You will reach the River path; Turn Right at the Gate and follow the path to the Car Park 

22. NEXT CLUE - before you reach the car park, you will see a sign on your left. Have a look at the B road 

coming out of Holmfirth. What is the road number? Time to cross off the next adult! 

23. Right out of the Car Park and head back up the road toward Holme Village - AGAIN, BE CAREFUL ON 

THIS ROAD AND KEEP TO THE SIDE 

24. NEXT CLUE - You will reach a Barn on the left. The name of the barn hides the next child on your list 

25. FINAL CLUE - A telegraph pole opposite the last clue. Find the plaque and the last number to cross off 

your list! 

26. Follow the road and you are back at the start of your journey. 


Game solved! Thank you Hide and Seekers. You should have the name of an adult and the name of a child 
who we now know safely can be crowned King/Queen of Hide and Seek in Holme Village!


Thank you for joining us. Hope you enjoyed and had fun. Will let you know when we have more!   



Children 

Penny Pinfold Ally 

Springfield

Sarah 

Bagshaw

Jonny Earnshaw Tom Fox
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Adults 

Rev James


1889

Head Teacher 
Helen 


1086

Politician Boris 


1686

Fireman Sam 


1694

Police Chief 
Helen 


1880

Doctor 
Crookshanks 


1936

Chef Ramsey 


2012

Coach Tom


1838

Hairdressing 
Angie 


6106

Barber Reef


1677

Nurse Jackie 


1024
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